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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

  

Small Biz: Microsoft's Next Big
Thing? 

 With new software and an army of resellers, it's targeting 45 million
companies worldwide 

  
Three years ago, Microsoft Corp. (MSFT ) CEO
Steven A. Ballmer huddled at the Renaissance Paris
Hotel with then-sales chief Orlando Ayala and Group
Vice-President Jeffrey S. Raikes. The goal: to come up
with a big new growth market. And they aimed sky-
high. Plotting into the wee hours, the trio hammered
out a plan to sell run-the-business applications for
small and midsize companies. With 45 million such
businesses worldwide, this was perhaps the biggest
untapped software market left. To unlock it, Microsoft
would need to spend billions acquiring companies and
hiring hundreds of new employees.

 
 
Only now is it becoming clear just how audacious their
plan is. Not only has Microsoft assembled a complete suite of software to
automate practically every aspect of a company's business, it's also creating a
base layer of technology, including functions such as order processing and
inventory management, upon which smaller software makers can build
applications. Just as thousands of programs run on top of Windows, Microsoft
hopes other companies will create hundreds of specialized applications for
businesses with fewer than 1,000 employees such as architecture firms, doctors'
offices, pharmacies, and insurance companies.

  
Raikes estimates that Microsoft will wring $10 billion in revenue from this
emerging market by 2010, up from just $300 million today. That would create a
business inside Microsoft bigger than its top software rivals, Oracle (ORCL ) and
SAP (SAP ), are now -- and as large as its desktop Windows business is today. "If
we do a good job, we'll build the next big growth business at Microsoft," Raikes
says.

  
The giant is attacking this new market ravenously. It spent $2.5 billion in the past
two years buying two companies that make software for small and midsize
companies, Great Plains Software and Navision -- the two largest acquisitions in
Microsoft's history. It spent millions more developing customer-relationship
management software from scratch. And on Mar. 5, the company took another big
step, tapping Group Vice-President Ayala to run the sales effort. His job: to
convince small and midsize companies that Microsoft has the answers for all of
their software problems.

  
The opportunity is huge. Even though researcher Gartner Inc. predicts that small
and midsize companies worldwide will spend $420 billion on technology this year,
less than 25% are using the kind of sophisticated applications Microsoft is now
selling. The rest rely on basic accounting or tax packages or on programs such as
Microsoft's own Excel spreadsheet -- which requires a lot of customizing.

  
But this new market, while rich, will be difficult to exploit. Microsoft needs to come
up with new ways of connecting with potential buyers, since even with all its cash,
it can't afford to send salespeople to call on all of them. And it has to deliver
products that are as easy to use and administer as they are powerful, since these
companies can't afford to employ armies of tech specialists.

  
The company also faces capable competitors. SAP, the Mercedes of big business
applications, with more than $7 billion in revenues last year, has launched a
strategy aimed at extending its reach down into the small-business market.
Meanwhile, Intuit Inc. (INTU ), maker of the popular QuickBooks accounting
software for small businesses, is rolling out products that target specific industries,
as well as adding payroll and human-resources software. Add it all up, and
analysts think Microsoft will be hard-pressed to hit its $10 billion goal. "It would
seem optimistic to me to think [that division] is going to be bigger than SAP in
seven years," says Goldman, Sachs & Co. analyst Rick Sherlund. "That's an
awfully ambitious goal."

  
Even if Microsoft doesn't hit the jackpot, the new business seems likely to boost
overall revenues by more than $500 million for the fiscal year ending in June, say
analysts. And over the long haul, it could help boost the company's growth rate,
which was 12% last year, by a couple of percentage points. "Microsoft is going to
be one big gorilla coming in there," says Katherine Jones, managing director of
enterprise business applications for Aberdeen Group.

  
The company's pitch to smaller companies is simple. It's promising them the same
sort of productivity and efficiency gains that big corporations realized in the mid-
1990s as they automated everything from manufacturing to human resources.
"There's no reason why they can't compete like global companies," says Ayala.
The software giant already boasts some happy customers. Nashville-based
Gibson Guitar Corp. has 13 divisions scattered across the country, making
everything from electric guitars to Baldwin pianos. Until just a year ago, each unit
handled accounts payable, inventory, and sales-order processing separately. "To
get a completely holistic view of what was going on was difficult," says Matthew
Mullins, Gibson's vice-president and chief knowledge officer. After installing Great
Plains software companywide, Gibson was able to cut in half the number of bills
outstanding for more than 90 days.

  
Microsoft's strategy for reaching this class of company is akin to carpet bombing.
The company plans to unleash an army of independent computer consulting
companies, known as value-added resellers. Combined, Great Plains and
Navision sold their software through 6,000 resellers. Microsoft plans to prepare
24,000 more that already sell other Microsoft software. That's the centerpiece of a
$2 billion investment over the next 15 months, which includes adding 300 sales
managers to help educate and support resellers and customers. Microsoft used
the same approach -- selling its software through resellers -- when it first began
selling its server software to small and midsize businesses a decade ago. Its
servers now dominate that market, with a 73% share, according to Gartner
Dataquest. And the fact that most small and midsize businesses already use a
wide array of Microsoft products, including Windows and Office, gives it a leg up
on the competition.

  
The key to Microsoft's long-term success will be its base layer of small-business
technology, which it calls the Microsoft Business Framework. Every company that
makes business applications duplicates each other's work, creating such functions
as sales-order processes or accounts-payable technology. Microsoft figures that if
it creates that base technology, other software makers can focus on applications
that cater to specific customer segments. "Too many people are working on the
low-level stuff," says Doug Burgum, senior vice-president for Microsoft Business
Solutions.

  
Some software companies welcome the idea. "We don't have to rewrite from
ground zero," says Andy Vabulas, president of I.B.I.S. Inc., a Norcross (Ga.)
software developer that has created specialized applications for mortgage lenders
and legal-services firms, among others. Already, 160 software makers have
signed up to develop specialized applications for Microsoft's customer-relationship
management software.

  
Microsoft's larger competitors aren't likely to cede the core technology, though.
"We think we can do that better than anyone -- and that includes Microsoft," says
Steven Aldrich, general manager for new market development at Intuit.

  
Maybe so, but Microsoft is about to shake up the small and midsize business-
software market like never before. When the dust settles, the software giant may
well have found its next big business. 

  

 By Jay Greene in Seattle
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